Aurora Station
URR
Nov 1, 1883
Prof O. C. Marsh
Enclosed find
Diagram of 13.
also time made for Oct.
The past week has
been cold and stormy.
Kennebec has given me
permission to put the
boxes in his shop.
Will continue to work
until I hear from you.
have up to this time 91
specimens, and 1 contained
in 173 packages, and
will have enough to make
100.

Yours truly,
J. L. Kenney
Aurora Station
Nov 10th 1883

Return of time made for the month of Oct in January 13. Wilcox
J.L. Ronne.
For one months service $75.
Aurora Station
Nov-7th 1883

But be Marsch your of the 2nd new received and will follow your instructions.

I cannot work every day in the Quarry. It has been astonishing more or less, and the Quarry is in no condition to work. But I shall do all that I can. For your interest up to now the young man who I wrote about in the Spring (O'Brien) is now with Kennedy.
Would like to know what you intend to do for me this winter. It should be one of all off.

John Bully

I have six boxes ready.

Sage 28 x 2 ft 1/2 - long
2 ft 1/2 - deep
2 amp

Shall I collect on gather up the fragments that are on the west side left. Come by next week.

Yours

R
Aurora Station
UPRR
Nov 18th 83

Prof C Marsh

The Permit has not been received by the Act at this date. As soon as it arrives I will ship and will have one more boy and probably two. Making one shipment instead of two. The Boxes have been packed as they have been collected cards put in and strapped with Dtin. No 1 pm Express No 2 is here. No 3 shipped

x 20 on. No 2 contains part of Specimen 3. Firma

Diagrams are all made out as far as I have boxes packed. I suppose you have received diagram of Diffuse and time for
Oct. 9 \text{ I was in Rock Creek from Oct. 22\textsuperscript{nd} to Nov. 5\textsuperscript{th}}

(7 miles from the quarry and as near as possible) that includes two Sundays.

The weather was so inclement that I was only at the quarry 3 days, on Oct. 23 + 24. The snow was 12 in deep. I do not consider I lost any time as I was willing to work weather permitting.

As the winter is upon us and it is a long time until spring, I intended to deduct all the lost time since Oct 1\textsuperscript{st} out of this month when the final statement went in. But since then I thought it would be better to explain it to you beforehand.

If you wish to deduct it—do so—but I don't really think I ought to lose it. I have taken an alone. More than Reed and two men done last season and have the quarry in a condition that in the spring this will be hardly any shoveling to do compared with this season. I could have had 15 boxes collected, if I had had a man.

I can refer you to three responsible men in R. E. if you have any doubt of my statement of the weather during my stay there. I did not know that what I should remain here altogether.

I would just as soon be able to do work.
I would like to have you settle up with me by the first - for if I am to be laid off, I do not want to pay you.

The weather for the past two weeks has been good. Winter weather. I have taken up some specimens, cleaned up, and taken off some top dust. That I can aught to show up very early next season.

If you lay me off, I would like to leave here at once.

The past, in Oregon, have written to me again. And I have a good opening. Have been with them before and they know what I am capable of doing. Your truly

J. H. Kennedy
will send specimen by mail in a few days.
Aurora Station
UPRR
Nov 29 12/83

Prof C O Marsh
Dear Sir

Enclosed please find diagram of Quarry 13 (Middle)

They show you just what part of the Quarry they called, and the measurement is correct.

If Reed gave you anything other than the one enclosed they are not correct.

I have measured the Quarry carefully three times — and had a fit but I came on one occasion.

I commenced on the East side of Middle 13 as it is marked — and worked inside.
The Red Line. and took up the fossils as they are numbered in rotation.
Read 22 6 or so down deep enough in the 15 x 15 and I saw the fossils showing — and that is the reason I worked then.
I have now 8 boxes 7 parcell and 1 to pack
I was surprised to learn that the other people had received their money and none for me
Enclosed final time for Oct and now I can make up the
Lost time in Dec. as I have some work to do, that will probably take a fortnight.
You know I can claim and collect wages up to the time I am laid off or discharged.
I think it is very singular you do not say anything about this matter.
If Kennedy Brown and Bean have been paid for Oct. it is no more than fair that I should have mine.
I enclose the time and would like to have it at your earliest convenience.

Your truly,
J. L. Kenney
Aurora Station & PRR

Report of time for the months of October and November made in January 13.

Wiley
Two miles, $75.00 per mile, $150.00
Middle 13 - as I found it at the commencement of this season.

Explanation:
1. no. 1, when west 13 joined middle 13
2. no. 2, the place reached worked 136. Measurement is correct within the job - what is covered with dirt.
3. 13 East
Aurora Station  
UPRR  
Dec 2nd 1883  

Roy C C Marsh  
Dear Sir:  

In years of Oct 22d - P.S. I want you to work 13 till Dec 1st if the weather will permit. I have done so  
and I am not through - at this date -  
You do not say what I am to do - I have written to you repeatedly & and if Busnep is Bubnef - I do not see as you  
a them to your Statement - Your Financial Dept is very slow.  
The 1st of Dec has passed - and there is due me. Two  

Interest.

I will go to New Haven this winter.

I can then explain things more fully and settle up the past due business. If you allow me paying wages,

If I do not hear from you in a reasonable time I will telegraph.

Yours truly,

J. L. Rodney

Rock Creek
Albany Co.

As Aurora is cut off from all postal communication, please

If you think it will be to

my advantage and you

Your...
Medical Bau
Dec 6th 1873

But O C Mass!

Jours for me

25th this act received
Enclose pleas

Mrs Vouch

I am not surpris

that I have no work

this winter.

If you will

come out here in

the spring on rent

you may live fifty

miles from all

base matter. Kennedy & Co

and I will guarantee.
I will have good results for the Season.

Yours Respectfully,

J. L. Keene.
Dec 11, 1883

I O C Mansh

Dear Sir,

I did not receive you package of Nov 25 until yesterday (one containing check for \$75.) also informing me you would send balance of next mail to turn over property to Kennedy - will do so. and ship boxes on receipt of check. I have now the \$117.

and I am and have been kept in suspense for some time. I notified you in a letter and again. I believe as well elsewhere in Dec 7th receive your containing vouchers - and remit these from - Mea Bow
Rock Creek  
Dec 11th 1883  
R. F. O. M. Head  
Dear Sir,

I did not receive your letter of Nov 23 until yesterday. It contains a check for $75. I also informed you you would send balance of next mail (I am now the 11th) to turn over property to Kennedy - will do so and ship boxes on receipt of check.

And I am and have been kept in suspense for some time. I notified you again - I could do as well elsewhere. I have received your copy of vouchers - and remailed them from - M. B.
Dec 11th 4:40 pm
Revue jour of the 7th

The permit has not arrived yesterday. If I had taken the agent's receipt it would have cost you at least $10.

Have not packed the last box but will have it packed by the time my check is here, and I will not charge you for any time this month.

Enclosed find anyone but 897.

Remain I will not
THE WESTERN TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

ASSURANCE OF TERMS:

ALL MESSAGES TAKEN BY THE TELEGRAPH COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS:

To guard against mistakes or delays, the sender should order it REPEATED; that is, telegraphed back to the originating office for comparison. For this, one hundred and fifty cents is charged in addition. It is agreed between the sender of the following message and this Company, that neither shall be liable for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery, or for error of any kind in repeated messages, whether happening by negligence of its servants or otherwise, beyond what is received for sending the same; nor for mistakes, or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery, or for error of any kind in repeated messages beyond fifty times the sum received for sending the same, unless specially insured, nor in any case for any delay arising from unavoidable interruption in the working of its lines, or for errors in cipher or obscure messages. And this Company hereby makes the agent of the sender, without liability, to forward any message over the lines of any other Company when necessary to reach its destination.

The transmission of each message to any point on the lines of this Company can be insured by contract, in writing, stating the amount of insurance and payment of premium thereon at the following rates, in addition to the usual charge for each message: one cent per mile; one cent per mile for any distance not exceeding 1,000 miles; and two cents per mile for any greater distance. No responsibility regarding messages attaches to this Company until the same are presented and accepted at one of its telegraph offices. If a message is sent to such office by one of the Company's messengers, he acts for that purpose as the agent of the sender.

Messages will be delivered free within the established free delivery limits of the terminal office—for delivery at a greater distance, a special charge will be made to cover the cost of such delivery.

The company shall not be liable for damages in any case where the claim is not presented in writing, within sixty days after sending the message.

THOS. T. ECKERT, General Manager.
NORVIN GREEN, President.

Receiver's No. 263 7	720 9 Collet

Send the following message, subject to the above terms, which are hereby agreed to:

To Prof. O. C. Marsh

Letter received and answers send Chief at once.

J. L. Caney

READ THE NOTICE AND AGREEMENT AT THE TOP.
συν προς άβ
Rock Creek
Dec 12th 1883

Prof. O.C. Marsh
Dear Sir,

I would respectfully inform you that if you do not provide for me immediately, I am in the way of work and otherwise for the winter. I will not engage myself to you next season.

I can make more collecting on my own account for other parties in the vicinity of 13. What is $65 per month for 8 months and 50 cents per month. What is the average—a man in New Haven can earn $1.25 a day can save much. Then it minor all.
Articles are not at their height -
and Bovine in proportion.
It is impossible for me to get anything for to do in this place.
and as for staying here with the expectation of being engaged next season
will not do for me and if - as I said before if you do not do something for me. and let me know by the time I turn things over. Ship by
Collections. I receive my full pay. once heard from you
in regard to this matter
then and then. I most respectfully decline to engage myself at any future period.

This Letter may be written
in a familiar way. but it is just as I feel at this time.

I reorganize this Outfit at
Aurora - is a thing that
you must most positively do. For such an
Outfit now exists. all hands and town. and the man that can do the
most - lying - is King Peri
nothing but deceit.
I do not go near them
sometime for anything
and only meet them at
the Station - and still they know me about me
and my business than 2
as myself

Things have not changed since. Reed (Willison) 1802
Kennedy, Ashley and Brown were here.

Your Respectfully
J. H. Kenney
Box 8
Packed Sept 26

Septem
no 69
70
71
72
78
74
75
76

Spool 1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sewn to have been pushed and broken as it lay together.

Top lace flat - side perpendicular.
Black Creek
Dec. 21st, 1883

Prof. O. C. Marsh

Dear Sir,

Yours of Dec.

Saying you have not received a check, at the same time receiv-ing return register card from me, now which assumes that you have received them—also record letter of 15th Enclosing check for $75. Receipt of the same not acknowledged.

In regard to shipping boxes, I would have shipped them a month ago but the agent here, as different from any other agent.
Every time I have been to the station I have been out for that order and he positively told me that if I bought them over he would change storage until the grain was shipped. If you speak of how they should be marketed, I know all about that. I have been shipping clerk in one auditor house and shipper of cases for a week in New York.

I saw Kennedy yesterday for the first time in a month and told him when he was ready to receive your property I would be ready to turn it over to him. He said you had said nothing to him about it. I think I have made up all lost time pretty well this month and you must join me a decision answer. This winter if you do as you done last winter I will stay if not I will go. I want you in Oct. that I had employment in Oregon and waiting for your answer. I have lost it.

Yours truly,

J. P. Reiny
Aurora Station
Dec 30th / 03

Prof A C Marsh

Dear Sir:

Enclosed find B/L for Seven (7) boxes of fossils. They were shipped on the old order as the new one you wrote of did not arrive. I also enclosed your Acc-Of June for Dec. I will change you for half time as I have been here on your acc. I consider it no more than fair and Business.

Yours truly

J. A. Penney
Aurora Station
Dec 30th 1883
Half 1/2 Site for the
Month of Dec at
Aurora
Thirty Seven $37.50
J. L. Kenney Collector
I have one box nearly full
of fragments. and
enough at 12 to fill it.

R
Box 8
Shipped July 11th

42.3 cm. - 42 cm. long.
In right hand.
Stood as is drawn. The large end will
be in specimen box.

4. Limb Bone

5. Limb Bone. Same as 4.


7. Fragments

8. Pubis & Post. Pelvis
Sent by mail

9. 15 in. - 15 cm.

10. 22 in.

11. Ipt. Jaw

12. 30 in.

13. Vertebra

14. Ipt. of Jaw

15. Scattered jaw bones

16. Ipt. of Skull

18. 22 in.

19. 20 in.

20. Ipt. of Jaw, made Jan 28:

J. D. Kenney

Your note of Dec 27th has just reached me.

The order for free freight was sent Nov 28th. Mr. S. H. Shipton, has since at my request repeated the order by telegraph. If the agent at Aurora still says he has not seen it, telegraph me at once. If it is there, ship box, and send CPR receipt home by mail.
Have Kennedy boxes go in same lot. at same time.

About Winter work. I cannot pay board alone.

If you can collect near station or at any of my quarries
when the weather is good,
I will allow you what I gave you last winter viz.
$20. per month for 2 you.
Feb 7th March. I provided you board either with my men or with some neutral party. If you board with the Cape outfit,
(eas I hear you are now doing) or give them any information about your work,
I shall have nothing more to do with you.

When your fossils arrive I will write you again.

Your truly,

P.S. Don't ship any boxes till the order for free freight arrives at Aurora. Make only one shipment. all at once, your 9 boxes and Kennedys.
Lakeville
Sonoma Co.
Cal.

Prof. C. C. Marsh
Dear Sir,

Not having heard from you since I left Wyo. I will now say if you wish me to work this Season. I will do so. Do not plan any work upon the stores you may have been told. I may say that they almost compelled me to learn. By their actions to me I could not stand it. If you will advance me money to return I will do so. And attend to your interest.

Yours Respectfully

J. L. Kenney

J. R. Rose Co.